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Belief in Living Dead? The Quack Attack. Is.  

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

By Goura Fotadar 

tag[s]: criminology; news alerts from one-person; all this effort and no just reward.  

 

Part One. In Bizarre theories and adventures real turned unreal.  

What happens: if you take a person’s memory right before the “time” of a person’s death [from the 

point of after death]; and interact that person’s memory in a virtual program; wouldn’t that interaction 

create some type of entropy; translating  

That person into …; when enough entropy?  collects into [the real version] [not to be blasphemous] 

 becoming [being] Living Dead. They are then both once dead; and soon? Living dead.  

[What if.] 

 

Part Two. Police Alerts for Real Cops & Real Authorities. 

Harassment and Stalking 

 

Hello after; being held situationally hostage till the end of last year; I was released into the 

shelter situation where I was nearly gang-raped; when I fled to the streets for safety; local 

authorities including local cops would not stop following and stalking and calling me; including 

making up fake warrants for my arrest. I got word that my brother: Dhruv Fotadar might have 

died in combat at around 2011 and 2012; and is being impersonated by somebody using his 

name. I requested a violence control order for the person impersonating his identity and 

attempting to kill me; and also the same order for the rest of the dangerous and criminal family 

that we were raised in, but not quite by; which we were kidnapped into from our original family. 

Since that time the local police will not stop questioning me about his status and whereabouts; 

and I believe from what brief documentation I've been given he's dead in combat ...  At present; 

they are stalking me nearly on every curb; and infiltrating anywhere I sit, work from; and rest 

denying my civilian status ... when I ask them to please stop stalking and harassing me they 

escalate their unjust and unjustly dangerous behavior toward me; what more shall I do for the 

crimes they and their coordinates are committing.  
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Examples include practiced acts of public humiliation toward me; and enabling others and non-

reformed criminals to call me horrific names in public such as, : hag, rapist, pedophile; then 

charging me a citation for being homeless instead of those harassing me paying any 

consequences. Pretending publicly that I am a criminal and enabling others to call me this and 

other denigrating terms; without making them pay any consequence.  

 

I've never committed a crime in my life; and have already been through hell; I would appreciate 

it if the police and other "authorities" stop threatening me with false arrest, gang rape, murder / 

and the non-benediction of my identity; etc.; and I have an entire career as a no living wage 

worker which is my primary focus; and not time wasted in engaging in being harassed and nearly 

killed by inebriated cops and their group coordinates.  

 

I require legal protective action for myself against them and against such other "authorities" and 

individuals.  

 

Sincerely, 

Goura Fotadar 

 

My real … and not the impersonators of him; my real brother circa approx. his age seven. As you can 

see; we look[ed] almost exactly alike such as twins might but with different genders.  
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The Brief non-educated Semantics: What would be a violence protective order [or the start of such] 

[on the brief and rapid] 

You shall receive no benefit for being my actualized family et al. examples: actualized colleague … if you 

contributed and contribute to such events and actions and or related events of same similar type toward 

me; and vice versa. Final Action call. In other e-affect you have not actually moved to actualized or 

actualizing in these benefitted roles and instead moved to point never actualizing to these benefitted 

roles stemming from my identity et al. Any threatening action of the sort from denial of these benefits 

shall be in severe form pre-emptively prohibited to restore the function of the individual unjustly 

harmed and such according parts of society.  

 


